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NEWS SPORTS RADIO TV DISCOVER

CBC LAUNCHES NEWS CONTENT FOR YOUNG CANADIANS
INCLUDING NEW CBC KIDS NEWS WEBSITE AND CBC NEWS
SNAPCHAT DISCOVER

Sep 17, 2018

September 17, 2018 – In order to better inform young Canadians and foster media

literacy, CBC is o�ering two new digital-�rst news platforms for kids and young adults,

including CBC Kids News, a new site launching today, and CBC News Snapchat Discover,

which began rolling out on September 5.

“With CBC Kids News, we are deepening our commitment to serve Canadian kids with

engaging, informative and trustworthy content,” said Sally Catto, general manager,

programming, CBC. “Congratulations to Marie McCann and the entire CBC Kids team on

the launch of this platform that will strengthen media literacy and empower kids to �nd

the positive in daily news.”

"Canadians are served with more information from more sources than ever before in

today’s digital landscape, and we continue to look for new ways to share our trusted news

with younger audiences,” said Jennifer McGuire, general manager and editor in chief, CBC

News. “Re�ecting our commitment to media literacy education, these initiatives o�er an

opportunity to adapt our news storytelling to inform kids and young adults on new

platforms and help them think more critically about the news they are consuming."

Launching today and targeted to kids aged 9 - 13, CBC Kids News covers local, national and

international stories that are relevant to Canadian kids in a safe and age-appropriate

manner with a focus on media literacy. Managed by a seasoned team of journalists who will

consult with an editorial board of young Canadians from across the country, the platform

will include stories from Canadian contributors aged 9-16, including 14-year-old Toronto-

based actor and gender equality and girls education advocate Saara Chaudry (Oscar-

nominated The Breadwinner; Les Misérables). She was one of more than 700 young

Canadians who applied and was chosen based on her interest in world issues. Chaudry’s

application focused on how half of Malawian children drop out of school before grade 4.

With content pillars including news, sports, pop culture, science, technology, animals and

the environment, CBC Kids News will publish approximately 20 stories per week in the
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initial launch version of the service, with a goal to increase content over time. Stories will

include a mix of formats including text and image pieces, video, photo galleries, audience

submissions, quizzes and polls. The editorial team will consult with a range of experts,

educators and researchers to o�er additional resources and information, and ensure that

all content is relevant, accurate, reliable and age-appropriate. The website is an extension

of CBC's trusted news brand under the framework of the public broadcaster's Journalistic

Standards and Practices.

Additionally, CBC News has launched on the Snapchat Discover platform, making CBC

the �rst daily news Canadian publisher featured on the app. Targeted to teen and

millennial Canadians aged 13 and older, to date more than 70 percent of the CBC News

audience on Snapchat is aged 24 or younger. Five times per week, Snapchat users can

access CBC News editions created exclusively for the social platform, with each edition

containing two to three di�erent segments. Each edition of CBC News on Discover is

highly visual, with motion graphics and video. Editions aim to present original and

constructive journalism and fresh angles on daily news, including a focus on media literacy.

Unlike most personal Snapchat posts, CBC News content doesn’t expire after 24 hours.

Previously aired editions are always available using Snapchat's Search feature. Snapchat

reaches over 10 million users in Canada.

Later this fall, CBC will also launch culture and entertainment editions once per week on

the Snapchat Discover platform, spanning topics including pop culture, lifestyle, health and

more.

-30-

About CBC/Radio-Canada

CBC/Radio-Canada is Canada’s national public broadcaster. Through our mandate to

inform, enlighten and entertain, we play a central role in strengthening Canadian culture.

As Canada’s trusted news source, we o�er a uniquely Canadian perspective on news,

current a�airs and world a�airs. Our distinctively homegrown entertainment

programming draws audiences from across the country. Deeply rooted in communities,

CBC/Radio-Canada o�ers diverse content in English, French and eight Indigenous

languages. We are leading the transformation to meet the needs of Canadians in a digital

world.

About CBC Kids

CBC Kids creates entertaining and inspiring media for children and the grownups who care

for them. Part of Canada’s public broadcaster, CBC Kids is committed to excellence and

innovation in children’s content, reaching audiences across the country on all CBC

platforms including television, digital and social media.

https://www.cbc.ca/news/editorsblog/mcguire-journalistic-standards-practices-1.4623060
http://www.cbc.ca/kidscbc2/
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About CBC News

For more than 75 years, CBC has been the source Canadians turn to, to keep them

informed about their communities, their country and their world. Through regional and

national programming on multiple platforms, including CBC, CBC News Network, CBC

Radio, CBCNews.ca, mobile and on-demand, CBC News and its internationally recognized

team of award-winning journalists deliver the breaking stories, the issues, the analyses and

the personalities that matter to Canadians.

For media inquiries, please contact:

Sarah Goddard, publicist, CBC Kids
mailto:sarah.goddard@cbc.ca
416.205.2983

Nicola Makoway, publicist, CBC News
nicola.makoway@cbc.ca
416.205.7673

Disclaimer

All content including images on this site are intended for Media use only. For historical

image resources, please contact the CBC Image Research Library, which has an extensive

archive of still photography dating back to the 1950's.
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